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Abstract. Previous studies have demonstrated that strabismus 
or amblyopia can result in marked brain function and 
anatomical alterations. However, differences in spontaneous 
brain activity in strabismus and amblyopia (Sa) patients as 
compared with control individuals remain unclear. The present 
study aimed to analyze the potential brain activity changes in 
Sa patients and their association with behavioral performance. 
in total, 16 patients with Sa (10 women and 6 men) and 
16 healthy controls (Hcs; 6 men and 10 women) with matched 
age and sex were recruited. all subjects were examined 
with resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(rs-fMri), and changes in the spontaneous brain activity 
of Sa patients were evaluated by the regional homogeneity 
(reHo) method. The diagnostic ability of the reHo method 
was assessed using receiver operating characteristic (roc) 
curve analysis. in addition, the association between the mean 
reHo value in different brain regions and the behavioral 
performance was explored by correlation analysis. it was 
observed that the ReHo value was significantly increased in 
Sa patients compared with Hcs in the following brain regions: 
left lingual gyrus, right middle occipital gyrus/precuneus, 
bilateral anterior cingulate, left middle occipital gyrus and 
bilateral precentral gyrus. By contrast, the reHo value of the 

left inferior frontal gyrus was significantly lower than that in 
Hcs. roc curve analysis indicated that the reHo method has 
certain credibility for the diagnosis of Sa patients. in addition, 
no similar changes were detected in other brain regions. These 
results revealed abnormal spontaneous brain activity in certain 
parts of the brain in adult patients with Sa, which suggests 
the involvement of the neuropathological or compensatory 
mechanism in these patients, and may be beneficial for clinical 
treatment.

Introduction

Strabismus is an ocular disease characterized by the inability of 
both eyes of an individual to gaze at a target simultaneously and 
the optic axis of both eyes is separated. it can lead to binocular 
vision impairment, and is often accompanied by amblyopia and 
loss of stereo vision. The incidence of strabismus in children 
aged 3-6 years in eastern china is 5.65% (1). There is no ideal 
classification method for strabismus in clinical practice, and 
its treatment mainly relies on surgical correction. dysfunction 
of the extraocular muscles (eoMs) is an important cause of 
strabismus. in particular, aberrant eoM development, eoM 
dystrophy (2) and abnormal position of the eoM (3) can lead 
to the occurrence of strabismus, while dysfunction of the eoM 
pulleys has also been associated with the condition (4,5). The 
eye movement system is underpinned by a complex neural 
network. The structures in the nucleus of the brain, and the 
eoMs and nerves that dominate them must all work perfectly 
and synchronously to ensure normal visual function. For 
instance, the development of duane's retraction syndrome has 
been reported to be associated with mechanical abnormalities 
of the external rectus muscle (6), aberrant innervation (7) and 
the absence of an abduction nucleus (8). neuronal activity in 
the brain area that is involved in eye movements is also crucial. 
The frontal eye field (FEF) participates in the control of eye 
movement (4) and conjugate eye movement (5). a previous 
study reported that the gray matter volume of the FeF is 
increased in strabismus patients (9). Therefore, strabismus 
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pathogenesis is directly associated with the eoM and brain 
function and/or structural alterations.

amblyopia is caused by abnormal visual experiences 
(such as monocular strabismus, anisometropia, high ametropia 
and form-deprivation myopia) during visual develop-
ment, resulting in decreased monocular and/or binocular 
best-corrected visual acuity (Va), but no organic lesion is 
observed on eye examination. The diagnostic criteria for 
amblyopia include a visual reference value that is below the 
lower normal limit (which is 0.5 for 3-5-year-old children, and 
0.7 for children aged ≥6 years), or the best corrected VA of 
two eyes differs by ≥0.2, then the eye with poorer VA exhibits 
amblyopia (10). in china, the prevalence of amblyopia in 
children is 2-3% (11). at present, early detection and early 
treatment of amblyopia are important, with standard treat-
ment strategies including accurate glasses and concealment 
of the dominant eye. according to its etiology, amblyopia can 
be divided into the strabismus, anisometropic, ametropic and 
form-deprivation types (12). The pathogenesis of amblyopia is 
highly complex; the two theories currently recognized involve 
abnormal binocular interaction and form deprivation (13,14). 
Simultaneously, abnormal activities in the associated brain 
regions have also been suggested to contribute to the develop-
ment of amblyopia. For instance, Wang et al (15) reported that 
activation of the intraparietal sulcus, FeF and motor sensitive 
(V5) areas was reduced in patients with amblyopia. Thus, the 
exploration of brain activity in patients with strabismus and 
amblyopia (SA) is of practical significance.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMri) (16) is the 
primary examination technique used to locate and quantify 
functional brain areas. its main advantages over traditional 
Mri techniques are high spatial resolution and the ability to 
reveal detailed microscopic structural changes. fMri tech-
nology includes diffusion weighted imaging (dWi), diffusion 
tensor imaging (dTi), magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and 
blood oxygen level-dependent (Bold) fMri. among these, 
DWI can reflect the diffusion movement and limitation of 
water molecules in tissues and lesions, while dTi reveals the 
anisotropy of diffusion movement towards water molecules, 
and can therefore be used to analyze white matter fiber 
bundles. in addition, Bold fMri uses the principle of blood 
oxygenation level dependence, that is, inconsistencies in the 
local hemodynamics of neurons following excitation, in order 
to reveal spontaneous neuronal activity by quantifying altera-
tions in blood oxygen level signals. Thus, the study of brain 
cognitive activities, and the localization and quantification 
of brain functional activity areas is facilitated by fMri. This 
technology has been widely used to study Sa. in addition to 
these aforementioned studies, the volume of gray matter in the 
occipital eye field and parietal eye field has been reported to be 
reduced in patients with strabismus (17), while the functional 
connectivity between the V1 and V2 regions was decreased 
in Sa monkeys (18). Furthermore, multiple brain areas are 
reportedly dysfunctional in concomitant strabismus (19).

resting-state fMri (rs-fMri) analysis can be conducted 
using various methods, among which regional homogeneity 
(reHo) is widely used. reHo is a computational method based 
on functional differentiation, which was first proposed by the 
chinese scholar Professor Yu-Feng Zang. This method can 
be used to analyze the consistency of brain activity signals 

and provide information about brain function (20,21). reHo 
functions by assuming that the hemodynamics of each voxel 
in a brain region with the same function is approximately 
identical, and that the hemodynamics of the brain region 
may change due to variations in function or task. Thus, the 
level of consistency of Bold signals can be represented 
by evaluating the degree of hemodynamic consistency 
between voxels in the region of interest and voxels that are 
adjacent to it simultaneously, which can be expressed using 
a reHo value that reveals the consistency of spontaneous 
neuronal activity. Therefore, changes in reHo values indicate 
alterations in brain hemodynamics, that is, changes in the 
synchrony of spontaneous neuronal activity. an increase in 
reHo indicates an increase in the synchrony of spontaneous 
neuronal activity, whereas a decreased reHo value suggests 
reduced synchrony and disordered activity. This method has 
been successfully applied to the investigation of the etiology of 
various eye diseases, including concomitant strabismus (19), 
optic neuritis (22), type 2 diabetes with retinopathy (23), 
glaucoma (24), open-globe injury (25), late monocular 
blindness (26) and retinal detachment (27), as well as a 
number of neurogenic diseases, such as sleep disorders (28) 
and Parkinson's disease (29).

in the present study, the brain activity of patients with Sa 
was investigated using the ReHo method, in order to confirm 
alterations in brain function and explore the potential patho-
physiological mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, this is 
the first study to examine SA using this method.

Subjects and methods

Subjects. a total of 16 patients with Sa who were treated in the 
Department of Ophthalmology of The First Affiliated Hospital 
of nanchang university (nanchang, china) were enrolled into 
the present study. The patients included 6 men and 10 women, 
among which there were 11 cases with exotropia and 5 with 
esotropia. The inclusion criteria were as follows: i) adults 
with an age of >18 years; ii) patients diagnosed with stra-
bismus; and iii) >2-line difference in the best-corrected Va 
(≥0.20 logMAR units) between the amblyopic and the fellow 
eye, with central fixation. Patients were excluded according 
to the following criteria: i) patients with a history of previous 
ocular surgery, including intraocular and extraocular surgery; 
ii) patients with evidence of other eye diseases, such as cata-
ract, glaucoma, optic neuritis, macular degeneration, infection, 
inflammation, and ischemic disease; iii) other diseases that 
may affect the experimental results, including mental illness; 
and iv) alcoholism or drug addiction.

in addition, 16 healthy controls (Hcs), including 6 men and 
10 women, were matched with the patients in terms of age and 
sex. all Hcs met the following criteria: i) Mri examination 
exhibited no abnormalities in the brain parenchyma; ii) no 
history of eye disease, with best‑corrected VA of ≤0 logMAR 
units; iii) no psychiatric disease; and iv) able to undergo Mri 
examination (for example, no implanted steel plate).

The present study was approved by the Medical ethics 
committee of the First affiliated Hospital of nanchang 
university and conformed to all the principles required by the 
declaration of Helsinki. Prior to signing informed consent, 
detailed information on the study was provided to participants, 
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including the purpose of the research and possible risks to 
subjects.

MRI parameters. all subjects were scanned with a 3-Tesla 
magnetic resonance scanner (Trio; Siemens aG, Munich, 
Germany). all participants were requested to stay awake, 
keep their eyes closed and relax their body until the end of 
the scan. conventional T1 weighted image (T1Wi) scans were 
collected, as well as T2Wi structural magnetic resonance data 
for the exclusion of brain structural lesions, 3d high-resolution 
T1Wi volume image data and rs-fMri data. among them, 
176 3d high-resolution T1Wi volume images were acquired 
by the T1-weighted 3d spoiled gradient sequence (30). The 
specific scanning parameters used were as follows: repetition 
time (Tr), 1,900 msec; echo time (Te), 2.26 msec; thick-
ness, 1.0 mm; gap, 0.5 mm; acquisition matrix, 256x256; flip 
angle, 9 ;̊ field‑of‑view (FOV), 250x250 mm. Furthermore, 
a total of 240 functional images were acquired using the 
gradient-recalled echo-planar imaging sequence (31), 
according to the following specific scanning parameters: TR, 
2,000 msec; Te, 30 msec; thickness, 4.0 mm; gap, 1.2 mm; 
acquisition matrix, 64x64; f lip angle, 90˚; and FOV, 
220x220 mm. The scanning times for the two sequences were 
5 and 10 min, respectively.

fMRI data processing. initially, the Mricro software package 
(http://www.Mricro.com) was used to examine and screen 
the acquired brain data. next, the SPM8 software package 
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) on the Matlab r2012b 
platform (MathWorks, natick, Ma, uSa) was applied to 
preprocess the two sets of data in this experiment, using the 
data processing software package dParSF (http://rfmri.
org/dParSF). The main steps of the analysis were as follows: 
first, the data format was converted. In order to remove the 
interference of the unstable magnetic field, the data of the first 
10 time points were then eliminated. in order to remove the 
impact caused by different data acquisition time, time correction 
was subsequently performed on the collected data. next, head 
movement correction was performed; head movement was 
considered to be too large and the data was eliminated for one 
case that had a maximum head movement in three directions 
of >2 mm and a maximum rotation angle of >2 .̊ Subsequently, 
spatial standardization of the functional image was conducted, 
which was necessary since each subject has a certain difference 
in brain structure and volume. For this standardization, the 
functional image was registered to the standard space of the 
Montreal neuroscience institute, and all voxels were resampled 
to a size of 3x3x3 mm to obtain a more accurate brain area. The 
next step involved removal of linear drift in order to eliminate the 
linear chemotactic effect of the subject in the process of adapting 
to the scanning environment. Finally, filtering was performed 
by collecting data in the frequency range of 0.01-0.08 Hz to 
remove the influence of high‑frequency physiological noise, 
such as breathing and heartbeat.

ReHo calculation and image processing. reST software 
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/testing-fmri) was used to calcu-
late reHo values for fMri data without smooth preprocessing. 
reHo images were derived from the Kendall consistency 
coefficient, which was obtained using the dPaBi toolkit 

software (http://rfmri.org/dPaBi) to calculate the time series 
consistency of each voxel in the brain and 26 voxels adjacent to 
it. next, the image was normalized, and the Fisher r to Z trans-
formation was performed. Finally, a 6x6x6 mm full-width was 
applied at half-maximum Gaussian smooth kernel to perform 
Gaussian smoothing of the reHo image in order to improve 
the signal-to-noise ratio.

Statistical analysis. Statistical evaluation of differences in vari-
ables, such as demographics and visual measurements, between 
patients and normal controls were conducted in SPSS version 20.0 
software (iBM corp., armonk, nY, uSa) using two-sample 
t-tests. differences in reHo values between Sa and Hc subjects 
were evaluated using two-sample t-tests in reST software (State 
Key laboratory of cognitive neuroscience and learning, Beijing 
normal university, Beijing, china). at the voxel level, the statistical 
threshold was set to P<0.05, and for multiple comparisons using 
Gaussian random field theory voxels, thresholds of P<0.01 and 
cluster size of >40 voxels (alphaSim-corrected) were employed. 
using differences in reHo values in the same brain regions, 
receiver operating characteristic (roc) curves were generated to 
analyze and identify Sa patients and Hcs. Pearson correlation 
analysis was also used to evaluate the correlation between reHo 
values and clinical features of patients with altered brain regions, 
including the association between disease duration and reHo 
values. correlations and differences between Sa and Hc subjects 
were considered to be statistically significant at P<0.05.

Results

Demographics and visual measurements. no significant 
differences in age (P=0.615) or best-corrected Va of the 
fellow eye (P=0.185) were detected between the two groups. 
By contrast, the differences observed between the two groups 
in the best-corrected Va of the amblyopic eye were statisti-
cally significant (P<0.001; Table I).

ReHo differences. In the SA group, ReHo values were signifi-
cantly increased relative to the Hcs in the following brain 
regions: left lingual gyrus (llG), right middle occipital gyrus 
and right precuneus (rMoG/rP), bilateral anterior cingulate 
(Bac), left middle occipital gyrus (lMoG) and bilateral 
precentral gyrus (BPG) [Fig. 1 (red shading) and Table ii)]. 
By contrast, the reHo values of the left inferior frontal gyrus 
(liFG) were markedly reduced in Sa patients as compared 
with those in Hcs [Fig. 1 (blue shading) and Table ii]. The 
mean reHo values in the two groups are presented in Fig. 2. 
The reHo values in the altered brain areas of Sa patients were 
not significantly associated with any of the clinical features 
evaluated in the present study (Table iii).

ROC curve analysis. By computational analysis, it was observed 
that the reHo values of altered brain regions may be useful 
diagnostic indicators for SA (Table II). To verify these findings, 
roc curves were generated to analyze the reHo values in 
brain regions exhibiting apparent differences in Sa patients. 
area under the curve (auc) values of 0.7-0.9 indicates that the 
disease can be diagnosed more accurately. The individual aucs 
of reHo values in the different regions were as follows: llG, 
auc=0.934 (P<0.001); rMoG/rP, auc=0.965 (P<0.001); 
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Bac, auc=0.902 (P<0.001); lMoG, auc=0.938 (P<0.001); 
BPG, auc=0.922 (P<0.001); and liFG, auc=0.938 (P<0.001; 
Fig. 3). Taken together, these findings suggest that the ReHo 
values of altered brain regions may serve as diagnostic 
indicators for Sa.

Discussion

rs-fMri is easier to implement in patients than task-based 
fMRI, since patients are not required to perform specific 

tasks during fMri scans, thus reducing the potential 
inf luence of confounding factors on the process (16). 
rs-fMri can also provide more functional information, 
helping to better understand the functional mechanisms 
underlying specific diseases (16). The reHo method has 
been successfully applied in several ophthalmological and 
neurogenic diseases, and has huge potential for further 
development (Table iV). To the best of our knowledge, 
the present study is the first to evaluate resting‑state brain 
activity of patients with Sa using the reHo technique. 

Table II. Brain areas with significantly different ReHo values between groups.

a, Sa>Hc

 Mni coordinates
 ------------------------------------------
condition left/right Brain regions Ba X Y Z Peak voxels t-value

1 left lingual gyrus 19 -36 -69 -9 86  3.6987
2 right Middle occipital gyrus/precuneus 19 33 -84 12 256  4.7141
3 Bilateral anterior cingulate - 6 30 -6 74  3.8637
4 left Middle occipital gyrus 19 -27 -87 9 116  4.5112
5 Bilateral Precentral gyrus 6 0 -6 78 339  5.5492

B, Sa<Hc

 Mni coordinates
 ------------------------------------------
condition left/right Brain regions Ba X Y Z Peak voxels t-value

1 left inferior frontal gyrus 9 -51 18 24 69 -4.0693

The statistical threshold was set at voxel level with P<0.05 for multiple comparisons using Gaussian random field theory voxels with P<0.01 
and cluster size>40 voxels, alphaSim corrected. reHo, regional homogeneity; Ba, Brodmann area; Sa, strabismus and amblyopia; Hc, 
healthy control; Mni, Montreal neurological institute.

Table i. demographics and clinical measurements of Sa and Hc groups.

Parameter Sa Hc t-value P-value

Male/female 6/10 6/10 - >0.99
age (years) 24.50±5.91 24.94±5.23 -0.222     0.615
Handedness 16 r 16 r - >0.99
disease duration (years) 18.19±9.85 - - -
esotropia/exotropia 5/11 - - -
Spherical equivalent refractive error (diopters)   1.22±0.56   1.25±0.67 -0.365     0.741
 (-2.75-1.75) (-2.75-2.00)
angle of strabismus (Pd)   26.25±12.71 - - -
Best-corrected Va
  amblyopic eye   0.77±0.53 -0.05±0.08   6.149   <0.001
  Fellow eye  -0.03±0.09 -0.01±0.07 -0.651     0.185

Independent t‑tests comparing the two groups (P<0.05 represented statistically significant differences). Data shown as mean standard deviation 
or n. Sa, strabismus and amblyopia; Hc, healthy control; n/a, not applicable; Pd, prism diopter; Va, visual acuity; r, right.
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compared with the Hc individuals, patients with Sa 
exhibited significantly increased ReHo values in the LLG, 
rMoG/rP, Bac, lMoG and BPG areas, while the reHo 
value for the LIFG region was significantly lower compared 
with that in Hcs (Fig. 4).

Table iii. Pearson correlations analysis.

 reHo value duration (years)  
Brain regions (mean ± Sd) (mean ± Sd) r-value P-value

left lingual gyrus 0.6316±0.4937 18.05±9.55 -0.343 0.196
right middle occipital gyrus/precuneus 0.8429±0.3633  -0.254 0.342
Bilateral anterior cingulate 0.2272±0.4586  0.063 0.817
left middle occipital gyrus 0.8784±0.4560  -0.342 0.195
Bilateral precentral gyrus 0.3208±0.2700  -0.360 0.171
left inferior frontal gyrus -0.0320±0.3511  -0.497 0.050

reHo, regional homogeneity; Sd, standard deviation.

Figure 1. Spontaneous brain activity in patients with strabismus with amblyopia. 
red regions (left lingual gyrus, right middle occipital gyrus/precuneus, 
bilateral anterior cingulate, left middle occipital gyrus and bilateral precentral 
gyrus) indicate higher reHo values, while blue regions (left inferior frontal 
gyrus) represent lower reHo values (P<0.05; alphaSim-corrected; cluster 
size, >40). reHo, regional homogeneity; r, right; l, left.

Figure 2. Mean reHo values between the Sa and Hc groups in different areas 
of the brain. *P<0.05 vs. Hc. reHo, regional homogeneity; Sa, strabismus 
and amblyopia; Hc, healthy control; llG, left lingual gyrus; rMoG/rP, 
right middle occipital gyrus/precuneus; Bac, bilateral anterior cingulate; 
lMoG, left middle occipital gyrus; BPG, bilateral precentral gyrus; liFG, 
left inferior frontal gyrus.

Table iV. reHo method applied in ophthalmological and neurogenic diseases in the literature.

author Year disease refs.

ophthalmological diseases
  Song et al 2014 Glaucoma (24)
  cui et al 2014 diabetic retinopathy (23)
  Shao et al 2015 optic neuritis (22)
  Huang et al 2016 concomitant strabismus (19)
  Huang et al 2016 open-globe injury (25)
  Huang et al 2017 late monocular blindness (26)
  Huang et al 2017 retinal detachment (27)
neurogenic diseases
  dai et al 2012 Sleep disorders (28)
  li et al 2016 Parkinson's disease (29)
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The occipital lobe is a key brain area for visual processing, 
which controls eye movements and pupil accommodation reflex 
activities associated with vision. The lingual gyrus is part of 
the occipital lobe and an important component of the ventral 
visual stream, which participates in processing information 
such as shape, size, color, contour and object recognition. 
Thus, it is a crucial brain area for visual judgment and visual 
attention (32). liang et al (33) used the voxel-mirrored 
homotopic connectivity (VMHc) method to analyze inter-
hemispheric functional connectivity changes in patients with 
anisometropic amblyopia. They observed alterations in the 
lingual gyrus regions of patients with strabismus, amblyopia 
and anisometropic amblyopia, and the VMHc value of the 
lingual gyrus was found to be associated with stereoacuity. 
Furthermore, Qi et al (34) used the surface-based morpho-
logical measurement method and dTi to analyze changes in 
cortical thickness and white matter integrity in children with 
amblyopia. These researchers observed that the thickness of 
the lingual gyrus, cuneus and occipital cortex, and the frac-
tional anisotropy (Fa) values in the medial lingual cortex 
were all reduced. Yang et al (35) demonstrated that infants 
with esotropia exhibited high levels of activation in the lingual 
gyrus. Huang et al (19) also reported that the reHo value of 
the lingual gyrus was increased in patients with concomitant 
strabismus. Similarly, the present study identified differences 
in the reHo value of the llG in adult patients with Sa in 
comparison with the controls. This can be explained by visual 
compensation in patients with Sa, while functional changes in 
the lingual gyrus may also cause visual impairment.

The cuneus is also located at the occipital lobe, which forms 
part of the visual center, and is involved in the processing of 
visual information in the retina-optic nerve-lateral geniculate 
pathway. research by Schraa-Tam et al (36) demonstrated that 
the cuneus is involved in eye movement reflex that functions to 
stabilize the image of the retina; therefore, dysfunction of the 
cuneus causes eye movement disorders. The precuneus also 
forms an important part of the default mode network (dMn) of 
the brain, which is associated with cognition, memory, emotion 

and interaction regulation (37,38). in a study of anisometropic 
amblyopia, liang et al (39) reported decreased amplitude of 
low‑frequency fluctuation values in the bilateral precuneus 
cortex in adults with anisometropic amblyopia, and the degree 
of reduction was associated with disease severity, suggesting 
that patients with bilateral precuneus neurons exhibited weaker 
activity. in addition, Huang et al (40) used dTi technology to 
analyze changes in whole brain microstructure in patients with 
strabismus. They found that the Fa value of bilateral precuneus 
was significantly increased, suggesting enhanced fiber bundle 
integrity in this brain area. in the present study, the reHo value 
of the right precuneus of adult Sa patients was observed to be 
increased, which was similar to the results of Huang et al (40), 
but contrary to the findings presented by Liang et al (39). The 
differences observed among these studies may be attributed to 

Figure 3. roc curve analysis of the reHo values for altered brain regions in the Sa group. (a) The area under the roc curve was 0.934 for llG (P<0.001; 
95% ci, 0.847-1.000), 0.965 for rMoG/rP (P<0.001; 95% ci, 0.911-1.000), 0.902 for Bac (P<0.001; 95% ci, 0.777-1.000), 0.938 for lMoG (P<0.001; 
95% ci, 0.860-1.000) and 0.922 for BPG (P<0.001; 95% ci, 0.830-1.000). (B) area under the roc curve for liFG was 0.938 (P<0.001; 95% ci: 0.859-1.000). 
roc, receiver operating characteristic; reHo, regional homogeneity; Sa, strabismus and amblyopia; llG, left lingual gyrus; rMoG, right middle occipital 
gyrus; rP, right precuneus; Bac, bilateral anterior cingulate; lMoG, left middle occipital gyrus; BPG, bilateral precentral gyrus; liFG, left inferior temporal 
gyrus.

Figure 4. reHo results of brain activity in the Sa group. compared with 
the healthy controls, the reHo values of regions 1-5 in Sa patients were 
increased to various extents, while the value of region 6 was decreased. 
region 1 refers the left lingual gyrus (Ba 19; t=3.6987), region 2 to the right 
middle occipital gyrus/right precuneus (Ba19; t=4.7141), region 3 to the 
bilateral anterior cingulate (t=3.8637), region 4 to the left middle occipital 
gyrus (Ba 19; t=4.5112), region 5 to the bilateral precentral gyrus (Ba 6; 
t=5.5492) and region 6 to left inferior frontal gyrus (Ba9; t=-4.0693). The 
size of the spots denotes the degree of quantitative change. reHo, regional 
homogeneity; Sa, strabismus and amblyopia; Ba, Brodmann area.
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variations among samples, leading to compensatory alterations 
to the precuneus. Simultaneously, lesions of the precuneus may 
also contribute to the Sa occurrence.

The middle occipital gyrus and the lingual gyrus are in 
the V2 region, and the middle occipital gyrus is part of the 
dorsal visual stream (dVS) in the visual center (41). The dVS 
functions to analyze spatial information, such as location, 
direction, motion and action plan. chan et al (17) used 
the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) method to analyze 
the volume of gray matter in patients with concomitant 
strabismus, and observed that the volume of gray matter 
in the strabismus group was decreased in the occipital and 
parietal lobes relative to the Hcs. in addition, Yan et al (42) 
used dTi and VBM techniques to study the white matter 
structure in 13 patients with concomitant exotropia, and 
reported that the dVS was abnormal or impaired in these 
patients. By analyzing visual cortex changes, Jia et al (43) 
identified that patients with amblyopia exhibited significantly 
reduced changes in activation in the V2 visual area. in the 
current study, it was observed that reHo values of the rMoG 
and lMoG in adult patients with Sa were increased, which 
was different from the observations of previous studies. 
This may be due to differences in the samples included. The 
increased reHo values observed in the present study can be 
attributed to visual compensation. according to evidence 
from earlier studies, changes in the middle occipital gyrus 
can be considered as one of the pathogenic factors in patients 
with Sa.

The cingulate gyrus is located between the medial cingulate 
sulcus and the corpus callosum of the cerebral hemispheres (44), 
and is an important component of the limbic system and Papez 
circuits (45), as well as the dMn brain region, including the 
anterior cingulate gyrus, middle cingulate gyrus and posterior 
cingulate gyrus. The anterior cingulate gyrus has numerous 
established functions, including in emotion, cognition, move-
ment, visceral movement, maternal behavior and social 
interactions. in addition, the association between the cingulate 
gyrus and epilepsy is currently a hot research topic (46,47). a 
number of studies have noted that the anterior cingulate gyrus 
receives afferent neurons from the thalamus (48); therefore, it can 
be speculated that the cingulate gyrus may be associated with 
visual function. Zhai et al (49) used fMri technology to analyze 
the efficacy of perceptual learning in the treatment of amblyopia, 
and reported that the primary visual cortex, visual junction 
cortex and right cingulate gyrus were significantly activated in 
patients receiving this treatment, suggesting that the cingulate 
gyrus contributes to the occurrence of amblyopia. in the present 
study, the results revealed that the reHo value of the Bac gyrus 
in adult patients with Sa was increased in comparison with that 
in the controls. The current study findings are similar to those 
reported by Zhai et al (49), suggesting that treatment of patients 
promotes compensation and that the cingulate gyrus is important 
in the occurrence of Sa. Functional recovery of the cingulate 
gyrus can serve a compensatory role in treatment, which provides 
a further basis for the treatment of Sa.

The frontal lobe is the most complex part of the brain. it 
mainly consists of four gyri, including the precentral, superior 
frontal, middle frontal and inferior frontal gyri. Frontal 
lobe lesions can cause several disorders, such as voluntary 
movement, speech, cranial nerve, autonomic nervous function 

and mental activity disorders. The precentral gyrus is also 
referred to as the ‘cortical motor area’, which mainly accepts 
proprioception from the skin, joints, tendons and skeletal 
muscles, and controls the voluntary movement of the body. 
However, the frontal lobe is also important to the integrity 
of visual function. Xiao et al (50) used VBM analysis to 
investigate changes in the visual cortex of amblyopic children, 
and identified that the gray matter density of the middle frontal 
gyrus was decreased. in a study of patients with strabismus, 
ouyang et al (51) observed that the volumes of gray matter in 
the right posterior cingulate gyrus, precentral gyrus and left 
cuneus were decreased, while the white matter volume of the 
right precuneus and right anterior motor areas of the patients 
were significantly decreased. Furthermore, Huang et al (40) 
used dTi technology to analyze alterations in the whole brain 
microstructure in patients with strabismus, and reported 
that the mean diffusion coefficient in the left middle frontal 
gyrus was significantly decreased. In the current study, the 
data revealed that the reHo values were lower in the inferior 
frontal gyrus of Sa patients as compared with those in the Hc 
group, which is consistent with the observations of previous 
studies, suggesting that the inferior frontal gyrus is important 
in the occurrence of Sa. However, the current study results 
indicated that the reHo value of the BPG was higher in Sa 
patients in comparison with that in Hcs, which is contrary to 
the findings of previous studies. This is most likely a result of 
differences in the study populations. The current study results 
can be explained by a compensatory mechanism, while other 
studies have concluded that their findings can be explained 
by etiology. Nevertheless, all findings reveal that the frontal 
lobe serves a vital role in visual processing and associated eye 
movements.

roc curve analysis in the present study demonstrated the 
accuracy of the reHo method for the diagnosis of patients. 
accuracy is perceived as excellent when auc values are 
0.7-0.9, values between 0.5 and 0.7 are considered to indicate 
moderate accuracy, while values <0.5 indicate low discrimi-
nation between Sa patients and Hcs. The roc curve values 
generated revealed that the auc for each brain region was >0.7, 
indicating that the reHo values of these changed brain regions 
exhibited a diagnostic accuracy for the identification of SA. 
Taken together, it is predicted that the reHo method may be 
used for sensitive detection of Sa in the future.

The present study also has certain limitations. The sample 
size was relatively small, and differences among samples may 
have impacted the results. Furthermore, for certain individuals, 
the length of the scanning time and small body movements 
may have affected the scan results.

in conclusion, the data of the present study demonstrated 
that patients with Sa exhibit abnormal spontaneous activities 
in specific regions of the brain. These abnormal spontaneous 
activities may be associated with the occurrence of Sa and 
are potentially associated with visual compensation. These 
findings provide a basis for the study of the pathogenesis of 
Sa and indicate a potential direction for the development of 
treatment.
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